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CALL FOR COPY
WE WANT YOUR STORIES! Our goal is to bring you news,
information and anecdotes on the topic of stage combat. We can't
do it without your contributions, so tell us what you want to know
or what you think we should know. Got some fighting words?
Send them to Moulinet: An Action Quarterly.
ARTICLES, INTERVIEWS, FEATURES - 300-1000 words.
Reviews - 100-300 words. Mail all submissions to MOULINET,
P.O. Box 392, La Grange, Illinois, 60525 or e-mail to
fightingwords @hotmail.com (include ground-mail address and/or
telephone number) Payment in copies. All rights return to
authors.

DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE IS November30,2012
ADVERTISEMENTS

-

$5

for 1-25 words, $10 for 26-50 words. (Boxes,

graphics, etc., $10 with camera-ready copy.)

Check outthe
Society of American

Fight Directors
website
at

"a

daggers

in preparation

for the Babes With Blades' production of Shakespeare's Julius
Caesar in the spring.
Yanessa Passini studied with SAFD Fight Master David Leong
and was the recipient of an award in recognition of her Outstanding
Achievement in Fight Choreography for Henry V at the Richmond
Shakespeare Festival.
Scott Cummins and Julia Neary are both alumni of the
groundbreakin g Night At The Fights series and the legendary
Powertap Theater Company. Neary now teaches for the Theatre
School at DePaul University, while Cummins divides his time
between Chicago and Los Angeles.
Justin Verstraete is a member of The House Theatre of Chicago
and was recently interviewed for the Examiner in an article entitled
"Is Stage Violence Increasing?"
William Endsley is a former diieitor/stage manager turned
freelance international real estate consultant, currently on assignment in Washington DC.

2012 by Charles J. Likar

Moulinet: An Acti.on Quarterly now has its own website! Log
onto it at www.actionquarterly.com

the

and

theatre critic, contributing regularly to Windy Ciry Times and the
website www.theatreinchicago.com. She is a member of the
American Theatre Critics Association, Poets & Writers, Inc. and a
Friend in the Society of American Fight Directors.
Ryan Bourque is a graduate of the Columbia College theater
program, a member of The Inconvenience theater company and a
freelance actor/fight designer on the storefront circuit. His most
recent projects included Equivocation at Victory Gardens, Make
Noise Quietly for Steep Theatre and Geograplry of a Horse

www.safdofg

A Terrific Combat!! ! , edited by Tony Woli with a forward
by William Hobbs. Published by Lulu Press. A refreshingly
entertaining compilation of documented and anecdotal commentary
on theatrical combat from 1900 to 1920, by the cultural fight
consultant for the Lord of the Rings film trilogy. For further
information and to order, log onto www.lulu.com.
Renaissance Men: The True Story of the Hanlon-Lees Action
Theater, DVD documentary by Kevin L,eeser, starring the stunttroupe whose debut in 1977 became the prototype for American
Renaissance Faire jousts to this day. For ordering information, log

onto www.3alarmcarnival.com
Sword of Hearts, DVD film by Sword And Cloak Productions.
A swashbuckling tale of adventure and intrigue in the style of The
'Three Musketeers, filmed on the grounds of the Bristol Renaissance
Faire and Stronghold Medieval Retreat, starring Kathrynne Ann
Rosen, Zach Thomas,

Amy Harmon and Travis Estes. For order

information, log onto www.swordandcloak.com.
Welcome To Reality, DVD by Lokean Productions. What happens
when a group of fantasy-gamers enlist the aid of a Medieval
History scholar to embark on an adventure in 1Oth-century Italyas it really was? For information, log onto www.CreateSpace.com
or e-mail lokean@ gmail.com.
THE GALLERYBOOKSTORE at 923 WestBelmontAve.
has back issues of Mozlinet: An Action Quarterly. They are now
also available on-line through Advanced Book Exchange, Gallery
Bookstore Ltd. inventory number 060 (Abe@Abebooks.com).
Price, $4 per issue. For further information, phone William
Fiedler at Gallery Bookstore ('773) 9'75-8200 or e-mail;
ChgosOldst@ voyager.net

RUNNING ATTACKS: A Chat
With Ryan Bourque
He's never been nominated for an award, but
since he emerged on the Chicago theater scene circa
2009, hardly a week has gone by when audiences

couldn't see one-or two, or even three-of Ryan
Bourque's fights featured in playhouses from the
Loop to Lincoln Park. His slam-dance street brawls
for Hit The WalI, The Inconvenience's hot-ticket entry
to Steppenwolf's 2011 Garage series, brought his
talents to the notice of upper-tier audiences, leading
to his employment at equity theaters like Victory
Gardens for Oedipus EI Rey and Equivocation.He
still continues to work the storefront circuit, his name
connected with no less than slx productions launching
the2012 fall season.

MARY SHEN BARNIDGE: You often find yourself
working on several plays at the same time, dashing
from rehearsals in one theater to the next. How do
you keep the fights from overlapping?
RYAN BOURQUE: Every moment of violence
in a play has its own unique set of circumstancesdifferent characters with different motivations, or'
actors with different abilities. Even when I think that
I already know exactly what I'm going to do in a
rehearsal, I'll show up and find, say, that an actor
has a bad elbow or shoulder, and I have to adjust
everything on the fly. So once I've accumulated the
necessary knowledge of the show and the actors,
I try not to pre-plan too much.
BARNIDGE: Does this make the process harder?
BOURQUE: Actually, it makes choreographing for
multiple shows easier. I've come to relish creating
fights in the moment, with the people right there in
the room. This can sometimes lead to some really cool
and interesting things-often I find myself stumbling
on something awesome when I'm flying by the seat of
my pants. This means I have to keep on my toes.
BARNIDGE: The first time I recall seeing your
work, myself, was Vitalist's production of The Hostage,but it was the wall-to-wall brutality in the tiny
Red Orchid space for Brett Neveu's The Earl that
drew attention to your violence design. What had you
done before that?
BOURQUE: The first fights I ever staged on my
own were for Kirsten Fitzgerald's acting class at
Columbia College. During The Inconvenience's early

days, we did a lot of 10-20 minute plays featuring
ridiculous violence that gave me time and material to
work on my fight choreography skills. Then suddenly
fight opportunities began to showcase themselves in
plays where I was acting-The Hostage with Griffin
Theatre, like you said, and Woyzeck with The Hypocrites. When they asked if anyone had stage combat
experience, I raised my hand. After that, the directors
started to call me back for other projects-even musicals, like Porchlight's Company.
BARNIDGE: The playbill for The Earllistedyou as
Chuck Coyl's assistant-when you have a play where
an old guy has to go up against a gang of teenage
thugs, you need a mature fight designer on hand-but
the wild-boy scraps looked likeyour doing. How did
that come about?
BOURQUE. The EarI was the first show that
The Inconvenience did after its "underground" days.
The play revolved around this intense gut-wrenching
violence. I was lucky to be affiliated with the
production and to meet Danny Goldring, who taught
me a lot-and brought us a lot of press exposure, too.
BARNIDGE: It also gave you experience working
with actors of-ahem!-a certain age. Except for the
,classical curriculum, where you get fencing instruction, stage combat has only been offered in schools
for about thirty years now, and many older actors
have never learned how to do it. Do you find that
most of the young storefront-circuit artists arrive with
some fight training?
BOURQUE: I've worked with actors covering a
wide range of ages and educational backgrounds, and
I find it all comes down to body awareness. Yes, it
can all be done faster when you have certified actorcombatants, but most actors, in general, have a good
knowledge of how their bodies work and how to
memorize movement-or so you hope.It's a matter of
transposing my impulses, thinking as an actor in that
situation, to the other actors-and if they can't do it, or
they don't understand what I'm asking, then I ask
what their impulse is and what they want to do in that
moment. Who knows? That older actor with the stiff
knee or the mended hip just might come up with
some gems that completely change the whole fight.
BARNIDGE: You've often played substantial acting
roles in plays where you also designed fights. Is
this difficult to do? Do you use a stand-in during
rehearsals so you can visualize the fight from the
audience's point-of-view ?
BOURQUE: I love doing fights for shows I also act

in! It's helped shape the way I go about choreographing. When I'm planning the fights, I put myself
in every actor's POV to plot it step-by-step. I better
comprehend the feeling and the energy of the fight,
and how the actors move, when I get in there with
them instead of taking a birds-eye view. Switching
back and forth between all the characters like this

possibilities, but theater is becoming more daring and
challenging, and I thinkthat's what will make for
more changes. Stage combat will always be bodies
moving in space, but what will be different are the
intentions behind them-oh, and the audiences'
attention spans.

enables me to understand what's happening in the
scene and explain things better to the actors.

BARNIDGE: So youbecome the stand-inBOURQUE: Yes! In the Hypocrites' Sophocles:
Seven Sicknesses, I played four roles and put together
over six minutes of violence-ineluding the battle-axe
fight where Ajax slays three men over and over
again. Then in techs, we discovered that the actor at
the center of the whole fight can't make the costume
change in time. So with two nights to go before we
open, I step into his place for this crazy battle. The

director says 'You're the one who made it-so doing it
shouldn't be any problem, right?'Yeeesh! What a
weekthat wasl
BARNIDGE: You've done two plays now where the
production design has everyone engaging in a kind of
danee-Hit The WaII has it spilling out from the
scenes inside the bar, and Oedipus El Rey has the
street gangs moving in hip-hop styles-with the
violence arising directly out of it like capoiera. Do
you have any dance training?
BOURQUE: I've not had any formal training,
but I like to dance and I play music, so maybe that's
naturally evidenced in what I do. I had to be careful
in Hit The Wall because the band provided the energy
and intensity, and a clear arc to the nine-minute
fight-but it also supplied a tempo and a rhythm that
I had to resist in order to keep the combat from
looking too much like dance. Somebody asked me
afterward what was the difference between dance
and fight choreographyBARNIDGE: Strict adherence to meter? Flexed foot
vs. extended?

BOURQUE: I still don't know. Maybe it's context.
The movement for Oedipus started to take shape
within the vision that Chay [Yew] was laying down.
He'd create scenes that weaved in and out of each
other and moments suspended in hyper-realistic
places. Once I embraced that, it emerged in what I
eventually laid out.
BARNIDGE: How do you think the stage combat of
the future will be different than it is now?
BOURQUE: As technology evolves, so will the

THE PRINCES OF WACO
fight design by Vanessa Passini
Robert Askins' literary landscape is that realm of
southwesternnoir where it is always 1955 (despite
references to malls and carry-out latt6s), where even
a thriving riverside metropolis hints at barren sunbaked flats just outside the door, where shabby
taverns stock only whiskey and their three solitary
customers never pay for drinks: a wasteland as dark
and bitter as chicory coffee, as grim as a Johnny Cash
song and where, early in the first act, a teenage boy
recounts how he told the congregation at his father's
funeral, "When Jesus comes back, He's not coming to
Texas, because there's nothing here worth saving!"
In this brand of panhandle-pulp, heroes fall, not
from lofty'hei ghts;'but'frotn'the criib. S o' the'Colt
revolver that our aging stickup thief packs is strictly
for waving at countermen in gas stations and convenience stores (ammunition being too expensive to
waste). Neither, on a more practical level, can Signal
Ensemble's stripped-down space accommodate the
big roundhouse punches and bounces-off-the-bar
ubiquitous to Stage-Combat-101 saloon-brawls.
Fortunately, the characters populating this sordid
little ballad are as generic as their setting, allowing
Vanessa Passini to keep the fisticuffs dirty, cold and
minimal. In the first skirmish, a seasoned jailbird
roughs up a kid only a few years away from playground scraps, and in the second, the kid returns
after a prison stretch to avenge himself on his now
older and weaker mentor. Passini employs punches
and kicks, augmented by plenty of arm-twisting and
looky-here-son hairpulls, all punctuated with the
testosterone-soaked whoops, grunts and hollers
mandatory to portrayals of Lone Star good ol' boys.
In a room so small that you can smell the sweat and
sawdust, this is sufficient to create an atmosphere
capable of sustaining that other obligatory scene in
this branch of popular literature-that of a prone and
bloody body lying unconscious on the floor while
the lovers responsible for its condition discuss their
optimistic futures.

SUSAN SWAYNEAND

TIIE

BEWILDERED BRIDE
fight design by Libby Beyneis
Originally submitted as an entry for the Babes
With Blades' first Joining Sword And Pen competition in 2006, Reina Hardy's Susan Swayne and the
Bewildered Bride was a cross-dressing mystery farce
whose antics offered opportunities for swordplay,
catspats and-a requirement for contestants that
year-women dueling with their upper bodies uncovered to the waist, replicating those depicted in Emile
Bayard's painting An Affair of Honour. Six years of
development has produced a much-improved text
exploring Victorian gender-issues, chiefly through
the bewildered bride of the title now emerging a
fanatic obsessed with upholding the status quo-at
the point of a dagger, if necessary-as regards men's
and women's proper sphere in society.
This expansion of dramatic universe allows
Libby Beyreis to go beyond standard fight repertoire to introduce such exotic martial techniques as
Bartitsu wrestling, as well as umbrella and canefighting. Later we get some brandishing of a
wicked-looking Ghurka knife.called.a "kukri'.'.,
customized with commando-style barbs to increase
its destructive capabilities. Since all combat is
performed by players dressed in corsets, bell-skirts
and buttoned boots, the action also includes a
comical flying-petticoat chase through a millinery
shop, utilizing ambient objects as weapons.
The final showdown culminates in a rapier-and.

dagger duel between the deranged Isabelle and the
valiant Susan, executed in view ofthe bound and

stripped (but only to their undies) membership of the
Society of Lady Detectives. Never underestimate the
resourcefulness of female solidarity, however--even
rendered incapable of taking up arms in defense of
their sister snoop, the captives band together in a
surprise coup that decides the victory.

No word is yet available regarding the launching
of a series-plays, videos or graphic novels-starring
detective Swayne and her colleagues, but fans of the
girl-sleuth genre can always hope.

recount for us the story of an orphaned esai who tried
to circumvent the destiny mapped out for him in the
brutal world of the Los Angeles barrio-an environment, says Alfaro, ascertaining his descent into crime
and untimely death as surely as the fates decreed by
gods of old. Since young convicts have few outlets
for passing time other than athletic activity, theirs is a
world in constant motion, the very air vibrating with
kinetic energy. In this play, as in the recent Hit The
WaII, the sheer physicality of our universe facilitates
Ryan Bourque's choice to have them narrate their
parable of swift and unexpected justice as much by

their bodies as their voices.
Thus when our recently-paroled hero becomes
embroiled in a traffic accident, the progress from
verbal to physical conflict is almost indiscernible-one
minute, King-of-the-Hood Laius is swapping insults
with the extranjero amid the tawdry splendor of the
calles tacafios, and the next, we see a knife in Laius'
downstage hand. Before we have time to wonder how
it got there, Oedipus has disarmed the older man and
taken him down to be beaten soundly as the chorus
cheers on each blow with shouts of "asil asi!" (Literally, "thus", but in a fight, equivalent to "Take thatl
And that!")
Even when the martial elements barely verge on
the fringe of what we consider "combat", the stage
picture continues to swirl in a quasi-hallucinatory
kaleidoscope. Before Oedipus confronts the
curanderos (shamanistic "healers"), he is warned that
they are shape-shifters, but we are unprepared for the
spectacle of three ancients-swaddled in robes and
shawls rendering gender or ethnicity unidentifiablesuddenly converging into a single amorphous
creature, analogous to the Sphinx of the original
myth, then fragmenting into a ring of demons
who circle our pilgrim in capoiera-like fury as he
struggles to answer the riddle that he believes will
save his life, but instead seals his doom.

THE IRON STAG KING
fight design by Justin Verstraete

OEDIPUS EL REY

The folks who gave us San Valentino and The
Melancholy Kidhave built their latest play in the

fight design by Ryan Bourque

shape of a Joseph Campbell theme

Luis Alfaro's adaptation transposes Sophocles'
tragedy to a modern-day prison, where the inmates

park-Middle
Earth, Narnia, New England, the Wild West, knights,
wizards, pirates, witches, shamans, Founding Fathers,

Native-American Tricksters, dragons and coyotes all
occupying the same universe (and this is just part

one!). The martial roster features an arsenal encompassing broadswords, cutlasses, longbows, flintlocks
and six-shooters. What's to stop a fight designer from
going as crazy as a bedbug at a linen sale?
The playing space mapped out by author/director
Nathan Allen, for one. The recent Romeo Juliet may
have shrunk its arena to the dimensions of a roomsized rug surrounded by a single row of spectators in
the basement of the Chopin Theater, but despite
House Theatre's far more spacious ground-floor

auditorium, its stage is a square measuring under 15

X i5 feet, with four
a

aisles, each bisecting a side, and

perimeter composed of audiences' laps and knees.
What this means for fight designer Justin

Verstraete, first of all, is that swordplay is
executed with a narrow line of attack directed up
the fencing-strips defined by the aforementioned
aisles. Guns are loaded with blankfire charges barely
exceeding that of toy cap-pistols. Visible coups de
grAce are executed in easily-covered throat-slittings
and garrotings-no blood, of course-and when

characters are forced to converse while fisticuffs
are in progress, the combatants are moved offstage

MEIN KAMPF

until the discussion concludes.
Even with these limitations, the resourceful
Verstraete delivers some thrilling warfare for the

final showdown featuring the entire cast wielding
every weapon in the eclectic annory (at one point,
the day is saved with a photographer's flash). Also
worth noting is the spectacular sporting-match
pitting bunraku-puppet eagle against snake-the
latter thrashing and striking so realistically, you can
almost hear it hiss.

SKIN TIGHT
fight design by Scott Cummins and Julia Neary
Our introduction to the lovers in Gary
Henderson's play is the sight of them charging

tilt

fishhooks-scrambling over the gymnasium-matted
floor in gleeful, primal, animal fury, executed with a
curiously palpable undercurrent of mutual affection
that only slightly diminishes our shocked dismay at
this exhibition of domestic violence.
Americans may not be familiar with the Denis
Glover poem on which this play is based, but attentive listeners quickly discern the subtext beneath the
balletic cage-fight designed by Night At The Fights
alumni Scott Cummins and Julia Neary: the couple
we see onstage are now elderly, confronting the
specter of death parting them forever. The episodes
of earthy conflict-even those drawing blood-are
meant to convey the intensity of their passion,
recalled in all its fiery splendor as they look back
upon the tumultuous events of their marriage before
flaring one last time as they unite in defiance of their
final adversary.
It takes sixty minutes for this tooth-and-claw
love song to reach its conclusion-at least forty
passed in wordless corporal-synergy as often erotic
as it is brutal. To cite one example: a delicate adagio
involving a paring-knife, extended at arm's length by
the angry husband, whose blade is first licked playfully by his wife, then held in her mouth, point aimed
into her throat, while the two circle like Spanish
duelists. Now rhal's trusting your scene partner!

full-

at one another from opposite sides of the stage to
clash in physical combat-shoves, grapples, bites,
upsets, takedowns, kicks, punches, hair-pulls and

fight design by Sun King Davis
reviewed by William Endsley
The sixteen-day Capitol Fringe Festival-or
maybe "Lunatic Fringe Festival" would be a more
accurate title for this Washington DC event-featured
more than seventy entries to satisfy anyone in search
of uncensored on-the-edge performance. Scena
Theatre's contribution was George Tabori's Mein
Kampf: Portrait of the Fascist as a Young Man.Yes,
you guessed it-a light-hearted romp through the
imagined early years in Vienna of a failed painter.
After arriving in town to study at the Imperial
Art Academy, young Adolph fails his entrance
exams and ends up in a homeless shelter run by
Jews. There, kindhearted bookseller Herzl and his
Aryan girl friend, Gretchen, nurse the boy through
his various illnesses-even at one point, saving him
frorn Frau Death.

The scuffles, nose-pulls and choke-holds are
choreographed in appropriately slapstick style by Sun

King Davis. The closest we get to serious violence is
that befalling a hen that Gretchen gives Herzl. In a
send-up of cooking shows, Adolph's band of
Tyrolean Leather Freaks proceed to butcher and
roast the fowl, then feed it to its caretaker. The
darker tone introduced by this business foreshadows
the atrocities to come, striking just the right note to
emerge a believable bit of stage business (executed
with props-no chickens were harmed in the course
of this production).

THE MONUMENT
fight design by Greg Poljacik
A prisoner about to be executed for war crimes is
granted a reprieve by a mysterious lady, if he agrees
to become her slave. Over his indenture, the two of
them will conduct Platonic dialogues on weighty
topics, but first, after bringing him to her home in
the country, she chains him up like a dog and proceeds to infli,ct upon him the longest a4d mo-st brutal
beat-down since the Rodney King tapes.
Though only covering six minutes in real time,
this is a veritable marathon in stage combat terms-its
violence intensified by the single-direction dynamic
of the attack on its defenseless target. For what
seems like forever, Mejra-played by the icy

Amy

Harmon, on loan from the Babes With Bladespummels the captive Stetko with slaps, punches and
kicks until she declares that she has wearied of this
sport. How then, in this and subsequent scenes

of

abuse-for this isn't the end of Stetko's punishmentdoes fight designer Greg Poljacik prevent audiences

from becoming likewise inured to pain dispensed
almost at random?
"The way we kept it interesting," says Poljacik,
"was by focusing on the changes occurring in both
characters. Mejra isn't a violent person by nature, so
we see her emotional turmoil as she proceeds to
break Stetko through physical and psychological
torture. This focus influenced the movement choices
and the rhythms of the fight, and that's whatkeeps
the audience engaged."

EQUITY JEFFS GIVE FIGHT
DESIGNERS THE BIG ELBOW
The Joseph Jefferson Awards committee has long
insisted that its decisions are based strictly on the
numbers, but this still makes for oddities from time
to time (like the year that all five nominees for
"Outstanding Dance Choreography" were the same
person-oooh, the suspense as we waited for the hosts
to announce the winner!). For 2012, many of the
major Equity-level awards boasted as many as ten
contenders in a single category, but among them,
were to be found not one fight designert
You would have thought that in the "Specialized
Skills" division, at least, there'd be some recognition
of Ryan B ourque's adrenaline-pumping c ap o eira
in Oedipus EI Rey at Victory Gardens, or Matthew
Hawkins' epic battlefield charges in The March
at Steppenwolf. How about Bourque's bloody
kitchen mayhem in Red Orchid's Butcher of
B arab o o? Or Chris Rickett's spooks-and-vi gilantes
gunplay for The North Plan atTheatre Wit. Or
Derek Gaspar's boat-in-the-bottle scuffles for The
Crippls tT lrishmaan at Redtwist (Maitin
McDonagh play-enough said).
Did this cold-shoulder signal the cessation of the
revived interest in stage combat flourishing in recent
years? Has stage combat finally become so wellintegrated into overall production design that it no
longer commands attention as an individual skill?
Did the crafters of the ceremonies reduce the lists for
all but the top awards in order to keep the event from
concluding after midnight or later? Or was the fear
that, even without professional fighters in the house,
fisticuffs could break out among the many theaters
competing for the same few prizes-say, between
the young cast members of Pitmen Painters and the
mostly-old ensemble of The lceman Cometh?
At the gala on October 15, a few spectators were
heard to declare Brian Dennehy the slugger most
likely to deliver the knockout punch, though another
vowed that in a physical altercation, his money
would have been on the women of Rivendell's
Wrens. All qualms were put to rest when the honors
for Outstanding Production went to both of the highranking nominees. You could almost hear the event
planners sigh with relief, knowing that neither emcee
Nick Sandys, nor attendee David Woolley, would
be mustered to re-establish order in this closelycontested competition.

t'Just because itts
scripted doesn)t
mean it can)thurt."
-Chris
MO ULINE T: An A ction
P.O. Box 392
LaGrange, IL 60525
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